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The Garia golf car (opposite) includes numerous amenities
not found on typical vehicles, such as more storage room,
dashboard monitors, and a refrigerator (below).

Your swing might still need work,
but a new wave of golf cars promises
a consistently great drive.
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hen it comes to the golf industry, today’s greatest new pieces of technology will feel obsolete in only a few short seasons. Take that $500 driver

that you just purchased. Two years from now, a newer, lighter, stronger

alternative will appear, equipped with more technology to straighten your

hook, minimize your slice, and improve your shot’s overall trajectory even more. It’s
the nature of the modern game, and golfers have grown conditioned to it. Occasionally you may meet someone who’s held onto a club for five, six, seven years. They’ll
talk up the club’s comfort and the level of confidence that they have when they swing
it; but by the golf industry’s standards, that club isn’t an asset, it’s a relic.
Ask a golfer to trade in his Pro V1s and play with a single-piece ball from the 1960s
and you’ll be lucky if he says two more words to you the rest of the day. You might as
well ask him to tee it up with a feathery. Take away his brand-new, graphite-shafted,
460 cc titanium-headed driver and hand him a 50-year-old persimmon driver instead,
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bag of Old Tom Morris.
The point is, when it comes to the pieces of equipment that golfers used 50 years ago,
they look and perform nothing like what we have today. Save for one—the golf car.
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and he’ll react as though you just gave him a hickory-shafted club straight out of the

For almost 50 years the vehicle has seen little in the way of advancement, until now.
It was 2005 before Anders Lynge, a young Danish industrial designer, fully recognized the fact that the golf car was the sport’s only outdated piece of equipment, and
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even then, it took him four and a half years with a team of
almost 50 engineers before he unveiled a vehicle that brought
the golf car into the 21st century.
Lynge doesn’t even play golf, but if you ask him, that’s the
factor that allowed him to see the golf car for what it was and
what it had failed to become. “If you’re used to the way that
it is, you tend to accept things for what they are,” he says.
“Most of the other cars are based on products that have been
around for a long time, and there’s a lot of trouble throwing
away your own architecture. Starting from scratch gave us a
lot of possibility to do this unique vehicle, and I’ve been very
passionate about building the best possible car.”
The company that Lynge founded is called Garia (www
.garia.com), and the golf cars that it produces include a
street-legal vehicle equipped for regular use on the golf course
($18,300 / €16,800), a 2+2 model ($20,250 / €18,800), and
a Mansory edition equipped with carbon fiber body panels
and other supercar-inspired modifications (prices vary, based
on the level of customization). Each Garia vehicle is manufactured by Valmet Automotive, an independent Finnish
automobile manufacturer that recently rolled out a series of
Porsche Boxsters and Caymans and will soon begin production on the new Fisker Karma.
Lynge acknowledges that his work to revolutionize the
golf car was not rocket science; it simply required a thorough
analysis and observation of how people were interacting
with the vehicles that previously existed. A Garia golf car
succeeds based on the sum of all the individual amenities
and details that it possesses—from refrigeration systems
to installed trash receptacles and 12-volt AC adapters for
smartphone charging. Of course, these new additions seem
obvious now, but it took decades before anyone thought
to implement them. Perhaps the most obvious refinement

is the way golf bags fit into the back of a Garia vehicle at
an angle, which provides golfers with better access to their
clubs. “Nobody thought that was a problem,” Lynge says
of the previous, vertical positioning for golf bags, “until we
showed them the solution.”
Even when observing the golf industry in Denmark (where
most golfers walk the course), Lynge knew there was a market for a better golf car. However, it wasn’t until he visited
some of the top private golf communities in the United States
that he fully grasped just how impactful his new vehicle
could be. Lynge watched as residents would drive to their
golf course communities in luxury automobiles, but were
then relegated to driving around the neighborhood in what
he describes as “$3,000 plastic boats.” Even if people only
rode in their golf cars for a four- or five-hour round of golf
each day, Lynge believed it still was too long a period of
time for them to be seen in a product that failed to reflect
the quality of their other possessions.
When the weather is agreeable, Lynge chooses to drive to
work not in his traditional automobile but in a street-legal
Garia, which peaks at 25 mph and has a battery life strong
enough to last for up to 40 miles of driving. The commute,
he says, is always a blast. “Even though the ride takes 10
minutes longer, I take it anyway because I really love the
trip, getting some fresh air, and the level of attention and
smiles that you get
driving such a car,”
he says. “I’m really
happy that we succeeded in building a
car that the outside
world can’t help but
respond to.”
Left and above: Garia’s
Mansory edition includes
carbon fiber body panels
and other supercar-inspired
modifications.
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